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ESCALADE

Americans are idiots! Drop this line at a party some time and watch the eyebrows go sailing high.
If you aren’t thrown out on your ear or reported to the House Un-American Activities Committee,
you will have the beginnings of a fine discussion. Maybe argument is a better word. But it’s true,
Americans live inalittle world all oftheir own creation. They build a wall around them that encompasses just what is near them and excludes all else, even experience. This country, fora first-rate
power is becoming, has become, a nation of middle-class thinkers. Ml There is nothing basically
wrong with the middle-class, except it is too big and not properly educated. They have been taught
the lessons of the depression. They are the result of the idea that education should produce citizens
who are able to take their place in a working society rather than scholars. Granted we need a working society and the middle class has always been the ballast in the ship of state, but we are so over
ballasted now that we are sunk in the harbor and can go no place. Ml Americans don’t seem to be
interested in knowing too much. Scholars in this country are laughed at or scorned. The man who
dares to stand alone and be different is held up to ridicule. I don’t mean the beatnicks. They are
different together and just make noise. But this isn’t all bad either. At least they are doing something. Ml But we continue to live in our little worlds, like medieval feudal lords, refusing to venture
outside to see what lies beyond. Even when we leave this country we take our walls with us, excluding all who will not enter and conform. And people in other countries, in kind moods, shake their
heads sadly and call us idiots. Ml I say this country is due for a new wind, but we must change
some of the ballast to cargo or to seamen, we must raise the ship from the harbor floor and set
sail. Power is not the sole factor in leading a free world, wisdom plays an important part. I like

America and that’s why I say we are idiots. If you don’t believe what I have just said, look around
the campus. How many people are concerned with what is going on outside this little world? And
how many have even included the campus life into their own established little worlds? Not too
many. @@ Living is the greatest adventure we can experience. Life is at once the greatest joy and
tragedy of man’s experience. And life should be lived, every day, every moment, every year. This
cannot be done inside little walls, isolated and protected from the buffetings of the world, its cruelties, its seeming unfairness, its harsh realities. Because these little walls also keep out the joys and
beauty of life and its living. This is why I say Americans are idiots; because they don’t live, they
exist. And with that I shall stop raving. Ml This being the Diamond Jubilee year for Exponent I
would like to express my satisfaction and pleasure in being associated with the magazine. I hope,
and I know I echo my co-editor’s sentiments, that this magazine can continue to grow in the follow-

ing sixty years as it has in the past. Thank you for your co-operation and here’s to Exponent,
sixty years old and still growing.
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the PE NA LEY

by Nicholas R. D’Orsi

On the last day of the trial, the
heavenly courtroom was crowded with angelic
spectators, seated on the alabaster steps which
ringed the arena of justice. It was not morbid
curiosity which drew them there; the eyes that
looked upon the defendant were moist with
sympathy for his ordeal, if slightly glazed by
boredom. There was nothing unique in the case
of Angel John Matthew Kress; his crimes
(Scorn, Vanity, and unwarranted Criticism)

were common enough, even in Heaven. But,

this being the last day of the trial, they flocked
to witness the drama of the jury’s verdict, and
to hear the inevitable sentence pronounced by
St. David, District Judge of the Eighth Heavenly District.
The cosmos cooperated to highlight
the melodramatic mood of the day. The cottony
clouds overhead assumed a gray and slightly
soiled appearance as the trial’s participants
awaited the jury’s decision. The defendent, who
was seated despondently before the judge’s dais,
seemed resigned to what must come next, and
there was a forlorn, tattered look to his wings.

fixed by a law both ancient and immutable,
remained motionless.
“The defendant will rise,’”’ St. David

said, ‘‘and approach the bench.”
Slowly, the prisoner lifted himself
from the chair, his wings now a hindrance to
his movement. He went dreamlike towards the
judge’s dais and stood before him.
“John Matthew Kress,” St. David

said sonorously, “you have been found guilty
of the crimes of Scorn, Vanity, and unwarrant-

ed Criticism, crimes ill-befitting an Angel of
your rank and service. You have sinned against
your fellows with no thought of the harm you

room, and then St. David entered.

would create, or the punishment which would
surely follow. You have broken the Commandment which we hold dear. You have allowed
unsaintly pride to take possession of you, pride
which eats away the heart of Love. You have

St. David, in his long white robe,
was business-like as he took his place behind
the white marble bench. Whatever sad emotion
he felt at that moment was concealed by an

en, and you must pay for your sin.”
St. David paused, and his eyes became grave.

The bailiff, a broad-shouldered

Angel with a stern voice, commanded them to
silence and announced the arrival of the judge.
There was a faint whisk of feathers in the court-

implacable expression. He turned to the jury
foreman and said:

“Have you reached a verdict?”
“We have, your honor.”

‘Please announce it to the court.
“We find the defendant guilty as
charged.”
A sigh no louder than a breeze

”

drifted across the arena. The defendant, his fate

placed yourself above the ancient laws of Heav-

“I have no other choice but to pass

judgment upon you according to our honorable tradition, harsh as that judgment may
seem. Angel John Matthew Kress, I hereby
sentence you to Life.”
In the Cleveland General Hospital,
a baby was born. It was a boy, to be christened
John Matthew Kress. And like all newborn infants, it cried and cried, as if itwere very angry.
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by Steve Bickham

Tie two stood in the middle of

the large old gray bedroom near apicture of
the Sacred Heart on the wall - the angel of
death and Doctor Hannibal Emanuel Grierson.
They stood and they looked at the dead

in the same school and I haven't reproduced.
Rabbits can reproduce but not Greek teachers.”
““T suppose you’re right, doctor, but
don’t take it too hard; it’s all over now. You

I can’t complain. Eighty-eight years is a long
time and I’m dying with dignity and... well a

see, you don’t have to worry anymore.” said
the angel. Then he shuffled his feet and peeked
at his watch. “Well doctor...”
Time, huh?” interrupted Dr. Grierson. ‘‘Just a couple moreminutes, Joel. Where

certain amount of holiness, I hope. I suppose I

I’m going now it must be really fantastic and

can come right out with it and say holiness

I’m looking forward to it, but there were a lot
of fantastic and beautiful things in this life Joel,
there really were, and I hate to leave it.

wrinkled body on the bed.
Doctor Grierson spoke: “I suppose

now can’t 1?”

“Yes, doctor, I suppose you can.”
“But even so, angel... or... what
should I call you anyway?”

“Uh... well, just call me.. . Joel

“Tl remember way back whenIfirst

took on the course after old Doc Kearney died.
Let’s see, that was back in 19... 59, the last

will do”.

century.” Mist formed in Dr. Grierson’s eyes

“Well, Joel, I’m not going to be unreasonable, I know there’s nothing you can do

and his body stood very still as his spirit traveled backwards, backwards into the past. “We

about it anyway, but it isn’t easy Joel, it just is

had two Greek courses then, but they cut the
other one out before too long. Oh, I squealed
and yelled all right, but they would have the
course out of the curriculum.”
‘All those boys I’ve taught. Ah, my.

not easy let me tell you.”
“Tt usually isn’t.”

“Oh come now Joel, mine’sa different case. You know about it; I know you know.
I’m the last one. There aren’t any more here,
Joel - not a one. As soon as Idie, and, my

I don’t remember them all, their names I mean,
but I remember their faces. Yes, I remember

gosh, I’m dead already, my course dies too

their faces.”

and itll never come back, I know it. But the
damned thing about it is...I better not use

that word... but yes the Damned thing about
it is that I haven’t reproduced. Fifty-seven years,
Joel, fifty-seven years teaching the same course

“You know, Doctor,” said the angel,

“You taught Greek to exactly three thousand
and fourteen students.”
‘Ts that all?” said Dr. Grierson. “Is
that really all? It seems like so many more; it

just seems like millions, millions - all of them
with their eyes kind of bright with youth and
energy and all but kind of puzzled too, like
they don’t know whether the accent is circumflex or acute. A little less than three thousand.
Let’s see; there’s about three and a half billion
people now; that means less than one in a mil-

lion; only one in a million I gotto teach Greek.
Still though, Joel, that’s not too bad,
three thousand. I fought for those boys, by God,
I fought for those three thousand”, Dr. Grier-

son saida little too loudly with an angry quaver in his voice. “They wanted to cut it out com-

pletely; they wanted to do away with it; they
wanted to kill Greek.
“ “Can’t you see?’ I used to ask
Professor Humme -he seemed to be the main

take Greek.’
“Tl bet I'd of madea hell of an
orator, huh Joel?... Yeah, Old Humme and I,
we really used to get hopped up over it. When

I got old though it got easier to shut him up.
I’d just grab my chest and gasp and he’d think
I was havinga heart attack or something, and
he would be so so sorry and agree with everything I said, till the next time that is.”
“Doctor” said the angel with sad
eyes, “You were a very good man and... you
had a wonderful life, but...”

“I’m almost ready. Just bear with
an old man a few minutes more.
‘See that bookcase over there? That
bookcase contains probably the best library of
Greek ¢ex¢ books in the country. Three hundred

one, Professor Humme, later Dean Humme it

and eighty-seven ways to teach Greek, and each

was; anyway this Professor Humme saw the

more useless than the last, and the first the most
useless of all. Because Greek is dead, you see;

point of French and German and all, but he

just didn’t take to Greek. He kept saying it
didn’t mean anything anymore. - ‘Can’t you
see?’ I’d ask him, ‘If you kill Greek you kill
Aristotle and Plato and Aeschylus and Euripides
and Parmenides, all of them. Because they
spoke Greek and they wrote Greek, and the
students, our students deserve a chance. When

they read Aristotle in translation they’re reading Aristotle in translation, not Aristotle. They
can’t read Aristotle unless they read Greek.
Our students, Humme, they deserve the choice;
they have the right to choose to take or not to

it was dead when I was arguing with Humme.
For the last twenty years this college, Culbertson University, has been the only school in
the country in which a lay student could take
Greek. My class got small, Joel, but it was al-

ways enough; there were always twenty...
there were always fifteen. Oh, some of them
took it just to be snobs I know - ‘I’m taking
Greek, fellas! ’ — and all that, and some of

them took it because I never flunked many.
But still, some of them must have taken it for

the right reasons: to learn the first real cul-

tural language, to participate in the heritage
that they left us, to see how we’re just an in-

stantaneous ink spot in this universe, to place
themselves in time and see how man thinks,

how he thought at first, how his wonderful
wings.

“Doctor”, said the angel, “I’m
afraid you’re getting carried away. NowIcertainly don’t mean to attack the Greek language;
it’s just that you can’t defend it anymore, because it’s time to leave.”
‘I’m sorry, Joel’”’ said Doctor Grierson with his head hanging, hands dangling
limply, eyes staring vacantly at the old wooden floor. “I told you I wouldn’t be unreasonable and now here I’ve gone and done it.

“You know Joel, there was only
one reason they let me teach that course, just to
add a bit more ivy to the walls; they didn’t
care; it was just the ivy. And the students;
I
didn’t get one back, Joel. Couldn’t just one of
them have gone to Europe and got his master’s
in Greek and come back here?
I guess Humme
was right. I’m ready now Joel.”
The angel nodded, and the two of
them turned their back on the bed and walked
to the door of the room. The angel opened it
and stepped aside to let Dr. Grierson leave the
room first.
“Will the world ever be the same?”
asked Dr. Grierson.
“No,” said the angel.

12

the VISITATION
The old woman sat down totalk
with her dearest friend. She began by apologizing for the delay since their last meeting, then
quietly took up her conversation. She paid little
attention to those about her, nor did anyone
seem to note her presence.
As she poured out her heart to her
friend, only an occasional word could be overheard. Now her forehead would furrow itself to
reinforce a statement, and again it might appear with a grateful smile of satisfaction at a
reply of her friend.
The union of friendship she enjoyed
was probably of an intimate nature, as she
seemed to bare her feelings and converse freely.
It was a blessing for her to live this friendship.
Emotion sparked her few gestures; now and
then she would even bow her head in earnestness.
From the pocket of her shabby coat
she took two pictures, one slightly larger than

the other. At the smaller one, tattered, and with

corners bent, she looked long and hard before
letting her friend view it. The young man in the
picture was wearing a naval uniform, peculiar
to the days before the war. The other picture
was of the family she had mothered; several
youngsters gathered about the knees of their
obviously proud parents.
The old mother looked again at the
sailor before replacing his picture. Perhaps she
expected to see him again very soon; maybe
he would be waiting for her at home.
She ended her conversation and
picked up her few belongings to leave. How
long would it be before she could again meet
her friend?
Behind her the door was open, letting the late afternoon sun pour through. The
wandering rays perfectly silhouetted her as she
genuflected, blessed herself and went her way.

by Ken Knisely
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WEDDING SYMPOSIUM

Todt the day ...the day I
get married . . . to her, the girl I shouldlove...
Boy!.. . that’s really something . . . can hardly
wait... I]can see itnow...Icanseeitnow...
shell be in white... soll I, be in white, that is

hope it doesn’t go too fast... .
We'll drive upstate . . . for the honeymoon... only an hour’s drive. . . I don’tthink
I'l get too tired... I hope... boy!... the big
city .. . well, not like Cleveland or Chicago, but

thing... .

When we get to thehotel . . . whatdo
I do?... Do I tip the bellboy before or after he
picks up the luggage????
Do I let him unpack our stuff????
Boy, I’m worried...and scared... will we

... . The church will be pretty . . . flowers and
all... sun through the windows and all...
Gosh! . .. shel come down the aisle . . . on her
Dad’s arm. . . everybody’ll be watchin’ her.. .

bigger than our town...I think... .
Hope that I can find the way to the

have to make our own beds???? Hope not...

hotel . . . let’s see now, how does Mom do it...

can’t

better ask her to draw a small map... but, she

that... .

Gee, shel sure be pretty . . . not Miss America,

But anyway ... all I have to do is
‘kiss her and caress her...’ but what happens

... get all the gifts... smile pretty . . . kiss her
in front of everyone... I’m scared to do that
... but, if I don’t maybe they'll take back their
gifts. Swallow my pride. . . oh hell!

ain’t here .. . darn it!
Oh well, I can just drive around
town ‘til I find it...I think .. . better ask mom
pretty soon . . . before I forget.
Gosh! ... almost time for the wedding... only a half hour to go... boy that
honeymoon will be terrific . . . hey! . . . what do
I do?...let’s see, how does the book say I

Then we'll leave on our honeymoon
...got a new car to drive... mother’s new
compact Corvair ... she doesn’t let me drive it

then the rest comes naturally’... thank God
for the marriage bureau mother sent me to...

often. ..except when she’s with me... sure

they

is

After the wedding, the reception...
havea little to drink, when mom ain’t lookin’

remember how mom told me to do

if nature doesn’t take over... whatil I do
then?...oh God, I’m scared... .
But I can just see it now... after
the long drive upstate... well, not really too

long ... but long enough .. . there we'll be all
alone... in a hotel room... just the three of

should ...oh yes... ‘kiss her, caress her...

sure

are smart... they know every-

by Kenneth Knisely

Batter my heart, three person’'d God...
John Donne, Sonnet £14
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1, is early afternoon. Even here,

in the semi-palitial quarters of the Roman governor, the heat sends probing fingers to press
garments to a person’s skin. Two men face

each other, one wearing the robes of imperial
Rome, the other wearing the costume of
a Jew-

ish high priest. There are two other men in the
room. One of these other men stands near a
window,

watchfully disinterested. The other

stands near the door, ill at ease.

“But damnit Caiphas, what has he
done?”
“Spoke treason against Rome, governor.”’
“How so?”

“Why, he claims to be a King.”
“Is that all he claims, high priest?”
“Yes, governor.”
“King of what? King of the desert,

the dirt and heat and scorpions? King of the
lepers and prostitutes and blind and poor? Is
he gathering an army of these people to fight
Rome? Is he another Spartacus leading his
slaves revolt. Just what the hell is he king of?”
‘King of the Jews, governor.”

“That’s more like it. But that’s no

BATTER
MY HEART
by Jim Cain

reason for me to have him arrested. He doesn’t
speak treason against Rome, only claims to be
your king. What’s the matter, high priest, afraid
of him?”
“Afraid?”
“Yes, afraid. Do you think I don’t
know what goes on in my province? This man
claims to be the Messiah your people have been
waiting for. He calls your god his father. What
if it’s the truth? You’ve drifted a long way from
the teachings of Moses and the rest. Don’t look
so shocked, do you think I’d govern a country
without knowing what shapes its peoples’ideas?
You have a very soft racket going for you in
the temple, don’t you. How much did you lose
in kickback when the man from Nazareth ran
the money changers out of the temple, tell me
that.”’

‘That is notthetruth, governor. The
man claims to be a king. A province of Rome
does not have a king, the governor rules for
Caesar.”

“Don’t give me any of that garbage, you’re no more patriotic to Rome than
you are to Palestine, you’re just after the fast
buck and the easy life.”
‘The passover is coming governor.
The people like to celebrate their freedom, under
Rome, of course. But, with a man who claims

to be their king...who knows what might
happen.”
“All right, damnit, I11 talk to the

Kingof the Jews.”’
“He might flee.”

hills is classed as dangerous by that jackal in
religious robes. Bring him in Marcus.”

“You want him arrested?”

“T have a man of his here...

‘On what charge,sir?”’
”

“Who will sell him out.”

‘Who has the best interests of Rome
and Palestine
at heart.”
“How much?”

“Oh, a small reward, governor.”
‘“T am not rewarding him, Caiphas,

I’m buying his services.”
“Thirty pieces of silver?”
‘Friendship comes cheap these
days.”
“What?”
‘Have your man wait outside.”
“Thank you, governor.”
The high priest and the man by the
door leave. The governor stands watching them
go. The man by the window turns and waits
expectantly. He wears the uniform of a centurion of Rome, his hand is on the handle of
the short sword he wears. The two Jews are
gone now and the governor turns with a fury
and strides across the room.
“Damnit, Marcus, why must we always play games with that kind? Why, I could
put him away in a dungeon for the rest of his
life for swindling, failure to worship the Roman
gods, who knows what all, and he prefers
charges against this Jesus of Nazareth. Where’s
the justice, Marcus? This man of peace in the

“T don’t give a damn, any damn
thing you can think of. Why the hell do you
think I’ve kept you with me all these years.
You’re commander of my troops, use your
head, that’s what you’ve got it for.”
“I’m sorry sir.”
“No, I’m sorry Marcus. We’ve been
too many years in the deserts of Rome. Syria,
then Egypt, now this furnace. I think my brains
have been cooked to a turn. But to see a leper
calling a healthy man unclean. Suspicion of
crimes against Rome.”

“Yes, sir. I'll make arrangements
with the informer.”’
“The passover starts tomorrow, I

want to question him and get him out of here
as quickly as possible. These damn patriots
can stir up the crowds while we let them celebrate. So could Caiphas.”’
It is now several days later. The
time is early morning, before the heat of day
falls upon the land. In his sleeping quarters,
the governor is speaking to his wife. In his
public chambers, the man from Nazareth waits.
In the courtyard before the house, a crowd has
gathered. Scattered in and among this crowd
are professional agitators, the money of Caiphas clinking in their money-pouches. They
now have the crowd calling for the blood of

the man who is Christ.

“Listen to them, like baying dogs
mad on the scent of blood. Oh I wish we were
out of this beastly country and back in Rome
or Capri or Pompeii, anywhere but in the dry
lands.”
‘What will you do, Pontius?”
“T don’t know dear. The crowd
wants his blood and if I can’t convince them
otherwise, I'll have to satisfy them.”

“T had a dream last night...”
“About?”
“This man... don’t have him killed, Pontius.”

“Why?”
“He is what he says he is.”
“So the sun gets to you too. Maybe he is, even Caesar claims to be a god. But
I can’t afford a riot or a rebellion or any
trouble at all. Just a few more years and we
can retire to Rome, away from this bitter heat,
back to the comforts and pleasures of the

sent to be scourged. The Roman paces nervously in his chambers. He looks up as aman
enters.

‘Jailer, who have you scheduled
for release today.”
“The

passover

choice

of the

people?”
"ete.
‘‘Dismas and Lucas, sir.”’

‘Against whom are most of their
crimes, Rome or Palestine?”

“Rome, sir.”

‘They'd free one of them.”
“Sirp”’
‘Who do you have that is guilty of
vicious and atrocious crimes against the Jews.”
“Barrabas.”

“The release is changed, it is now
Barrabas and the man Jesus.”
The others?”
‘““Whatever was planned for them in
the beginning.”

“Crucifiction, today.”

world.”
Teas.

“Trouble would end all that, prolong our stay, force us to remain outside the
world, outside Rome. If they say death, then

it must be death. But it shall not be my will. If
that man dies, his blood won’t be on my hands,
because I will not give the death order.”
The time is later. The man from the
hills, the big man with the gentle eyes has been

“You may go.”

By now the man Barrabas is with
his friends. The courtyard of the governor is
empty. The jeering sounds of the crowd sound
from the distance. The governor sits in an
empty room and stares at a spot in space.
Then he yells for his servant, he wishes wine.
The servant brings him wine and he is displeased, for it is the bitter wine of the Jews.

The servant sits down the flask and runs for
more wine, sweet Roman wine. The governor

would escape the heat of Palestine. And now he
is alone.
‘“‘How can a man so strong look so

gentle all muscle from cutting and planing lumber carpenter all in the eyes soft and full of love
must have been love something he should have

hated me I condemned him to death no people
did I tried not to was he a king not of this earth
a god like Jupiter or Mars kill a king why no
that’s not right I shouldn’t kill a king should
send him to Rome let the priests of Rome
question him no he’d talk in that low voice of
his his back was all streaks of blood running
red thorns digging in his forehead blood in the
eyes the gentle eyes the voice was not the voice
of a man in pain yes it was the crowd faded
away they kept yelling his voice who was that
man damn be back in Rome a few years won't
make a damn feasts wine sweet forget the des-

ert all harsh sun sand sky Rome Pompeii
Capri I don’t like the desert I don’t like to think
they must be nearing the hill now he must of
borne that cross easily with those shoulders
damn you desert you'll be out of my life and
I’m glad and I can return to Rome and Roman
gods and Roman things and never have to
think again they must be erecting the cross now
Rome is doomed like Greece and Alexander
going too far holding too many people under
her heel going to fall apart people will rise

Rome not smart like the Phoenicians just a city

that’s all you need they must have him up on
that cross by now I shouldn't have done it no
the people did it let me return to Rome and
forget these damn deserts and the heat and life
and die in peace where is that wind coming

from it’s getting cool the sky’s getting dark
rain no the ground is shaking I have to get
outside building might fall damn that servant
all over me my clean toga that damn bitter
Jewish wine the trembling stopped its raining
the rain will wash this wine from my toga my

hands what the rain doesn’t fall to the ground
like the great desert of Egypt it stops in the air
no over there it’s falling on the ground damn
it fall on me over there why won't you fall on
me rain come on wash this damn wine from

‘What happened to you out there?”
‘Heard rumors you were starting to
sound like one of those damn Christians.”
‘Ahhh, it was the heat Lucius. The

damn deserts get to a man after a while.”
“Well, talk right to Caesar and he'll
probably pension you off. Tell him it wasa evil
god or something that was trying to detract
from his splendor. The old fool likes that sort
of thing. Lie to him, he'll buy it, no sweat.”

III
“It’s a long time ago my wife has
died Caesar believed my story Capri Pompeii
why do I think of Palestine why do I think of
Jesus of Nazareth was just another criminal
that I didn’t even comdemn the crowd did I

peace she died calling you her lord why you I
had you crucified I was your lord and Caesar

mine how do you bring peace the gentle voice
in the suffering face the gentleness in the peasants body you are paradox and you torment
me who rolled back the rock was it an angel
as my servant says or was it one of those one
unlike he who sold you out are you sitting at

the right hand of your father no you were just
a man damn it leave me deserts hot hard life
truth I have learned the truth of life I am an
old man and Rome is a decaying woman now
let me forget there are clouds in the sky over
Rome we shall have rain before long but that
needn't bother me wife what did you see that
I
cannot how is a man hung ona cross your

lord what peace did he bring you he only tor-

my hands what’s that they’re yelling the great

washed my hands but the rain wouldn’t wash

ments me should I not have killed him I had a

veil of the temple is torn in two the earthquake
yes rain damnit why do you stop, over my
head why won’t you wash me please who were

me why must the deserts remain with me why
can’t they go I want to forget even in Rome the
deserts the bitter the dry the reality that’s the
word the realityof life and the deserts I want to
forget to drink the sweet indulgent wine of Rome
not the hard true wine of the deserts we’re fools
Rome will not last she has built her fall in the
destruction of Carthage the subjection of the
world the world of Rome Rome is no longer
the land of the legions she is soft in the belly
like an old man like me and she is hiding it

job to do a province to rule Rome and Caesar
would not have been pleased with trouble remember the trouble in Syria and in Egypt why

you Jesus of Nazareth who were you please

wash this bitter wine from me.”’
II
Rome, city of the eagles, queen of
the western world, shines in mid-autumn
warmth. In the palace of Caesar, Pontius Pilate
awaits audience.

“Well, Pontius, you’ve got a bit of
hell coming.”
“It’s worth it, to be back from the

damn deserts.”

from herself why can’t I hide it why who were
you man of Nazareth a carpenter of the hill
country a man of peace you brought my wife

did we spend so long in the desert the servant

is wrong it was not the way of God it was the
way of Rome the desert gets into a man where
is that servant I am thirsty wife I will ask my
servant again about Jesus why do you torment

me man that I did not kill do you not understand that I could not save you I was powerless I was not a man I was the voice of Rome I
had to do what was there to do the people
leave me alone will you you have followed me
you and your damned deserts and your heat

followed me to Pompeii I have had no peace in
what way doI find peace I washed my hands
of you I did not want to kill you it was the
people the people pain my chest is burning
Rome killed you man of Palestine not me but I

could have saved you saved you and damned
myself but I’ve never left the desert it’s gone
with me to here oh Lord my heart is bursting
where is my servant it is getting dark who is
my Lord is it you man of the cross or your

father who do I believe can you save me I
couldn't save either of us I let you die to save
myself but it was no use we both suffer oh forgive me man of Nazareth.”
The servant of Pilate entered and
saw the man writhing on the bed. Then the
man became still. The servant thought he was
dead, then he opened his eyes andaskedfor
wine.

‘No, bring me the bitter wine, the
wine of the desert, the wine I could not wash

from my hands in the rain, I have drunk it all
my life, now I shall drink it willingly, though
I don’t know why.”
The old man on the bed is unable
to raise the cup to his lips and so the servant
must help him. He manages to swallow some
of the wine, but more runs from the corners of
his mouth, staining his chin.
“It is getting dark I hear rumblings
the great veil of the temple is tearing it is the
time the man is dying the wine is bitter oh my

heart the darkness and the wind and the rumbling it is the end of the world the end of the
world Jesus of Nazareth I let you die and I’m
sorry please forgive me oh my heart the wine
is bitter the dark I am afraid where is the peace
I couldn’ save you can you save me I’m yours
make the wine sweet no it must be bitter bitter
and real like death I am dying in a dark world
of terror man of Nazareth be my lord the wine
is bitter but it is the wine of Pilate the wine of
the Jews the blood I could not wash from my
hands Jesus gentle carpenter do with me as you
will as I did to you it is dark the wind and
ahhhbhhhh
The old servant bends low to hear
words of the dying man. He
muttered
the last
hears one word, Jesus. Outside the storm its
raging. He runs to the window and cups his
hands in the rain and with his hands full, he
runs to the bed and lets the water run across
the contorted face of Pilate. The water courses
down the lined face, like spring rains through
the ravines and gulleys of Palestine and it
washes away the wine stains around his mouth,
washes his face clean. The man on the bed is
silent now, his face is relaxed, like the sere face

of the gnarled desert at twilight. The servant
kneels down next to the bed and prays.
‘Dear Jesus, Lord, if it please you,

may my pouring of this water bring new life
to this man. As you once said, may he please
be born again of water, Amen.”

attachment to the school, but who, at the mo-

ment of signature, dropped the pen. His explanatory letter to the college was short and
ended with the words, “Dear to me is Plato,

but dearer still the money.”
The reasons for this lack of popularity were many. The school did not name
libraries or halls after, display busts of, put up
plaques for, or erect statues to, benefactors.
This eliminated seekers of notoriety. The school
did not havea bell-tower, a collection ofAfrican

sculpture, a research institute, a campus, or a
chapel. This eliminatedmusic-lovers,art-lovers,
science-lovers, nature-lovers, and faith-healers.

warm, and no one thought it at all strange
when he walked into C 110 T (General Chemistry I. Designed especially for students with no

The school was too leftist for the rightists and
too negativist for the positivists. This eliminated
those who automatically lined up behind whatever was right and positive. In short, the school
had too many scholars to be progressive and
just enough progressives not to be scholarly. It
was wanted by no one. It was up for adoption.
The basket had to be left on the nearest financial

or inadequate preparation in chemistry.) wearing blue bucks, blue socks, blue seersucker

doorstep.
When Cube came to P.J.C., he was
still in his Blue Period. It was mid-September,

pants, a blue shirt, and a blue tie. Considering

Cube looked like he had been snatched from the
illustration facing the fiction piece titled ‘““Summer in the Air” (he was straight Ladies Home
Journal from his blond crew-cut head, sun-

tanned face and crooked smile right down to
the blue tennis shoes he sometimes wore instead
of the blue bucks), the outfit looked great.
The first time we really got to meet
Cube, if you could call it that, was two days

later at the Freshmen Mixer. By the time he had

kde ror

Junior College was theleast-

So

P..

endowed college in the country. The closest it
ever came to receiving a grant was a tenuous
offer by a Mr. Onassis who for a time felt some

gotten there we had all mixed pretty well and
everybody was standing around with a coke
bottle in one hand talking in little groups. The
intelligentsia, who had clearly let it be known
they were at P.J.C. because of its great Platonic
heritage, were already referring to the administrative body of the college as the Thirty
Tyrants.

Lee, who hadaslight lisp and always avoided the sp sound, lifted up the bottle
in his left hand and said, ““What is Cokeness?”’

Denny replied, “Seen with the eye
of the soul or seen with the eye of the body?”,
and clinked his bottle against Lee’s.
“The eye of the body. I stand chained to the Myth of the Cave,”’ said Lee.

“Unless Reminiscence fails me”’, said
Hank, “‘Cokeness is not a Universal, eternal
and unchanging. Sometimes they put more car-

bonation in.”’
At this point Susan broke into song,
‘Two different worlds, we live in two different

worlds’’, to show she knew what was going on,
and Pat, who really wasn’t with it, clinked
everybody’s bottle and said, “To the second
Academy. May it have an unbroken life of nine
hundred years.”

balance of power. The cold war was on.
At a close distance the minds behind the instincts watched the leaders they made
and campaigned for.
“Which is mightier?”, said Ton,
‘the instinct or the mind?”
“The mind, of course,” said Frannie. “Where would they be without us?”

‘Where would we be without them?
We don't run them any more than they run us.

The leaders, who were leaders be-

It’s like those verbal and math tests we use to
take in high school. Once you got higher on

cause they were always choosing not to run
and forever accepting last minute drafts, instinctively (that was what they functioned on)
sought each other out and tacitly decided on a

math you donated the English portion of your
brain to the pathologists. The balance was
there, or the lack of it. We just weren’t willing
to contend with it.”’

by Patricia Hornkohl

“Are you sorry you got higher on
mind?’’, said Frannie.
“No. Just sorry I gave my instinct

to the pathologist. Frost said, ‘Provide, provide’. That’s what we did. Maybe he should
have said, ‘Contend, contend’. It seems more
important.”
The muscles were standing in the

best possible poses. You could tell a group of
them even from a distance. They were always
standing up, because it’s hard to fold your arms
sitting down and look muscular about it. Sometimes Jack used to sit down pretty much, but
that was because he had good leg muscles. He
could always find a chair or a table to push his
left leg against so the line of hisleg looked good
and his mucles showed. He was the thinker and
wit of the group.

Bobo, whose name wasn’t particu-

larly hard or muscular, was about to say that
Yogi, Nellie, Stanley, Minnie, and Willie had
done all right, but Bobo, who was famous for

being closed-mouthed, remembered he was famous, and closed his half-open mouth.
I was in the group that was known
for not being known for anything. When Cube

walked into the Mixer, we were talking about
bicycle sprockets and I was just about to say
something about a Schwinn I had hadwhen I
was eight. It was a racer. I was the only kid on
the block that had a racer when he was eight.
Anyway, Cube came in. He had his usual outfit
on. Everybody looked up appreciatively and

all the washers in the dorm laundry to the main
compressor in the air-conditioning system. The
maintenance crew was furious. They said it was
against the college interest, but the faculty didn’t
get mad at all. They were just a little embarrassed when it got in the newspapers because
one columnist said that it was strange P.J.C.
had an air-conditioning system and no economics department and another one said that

cree it. Their futures demand it. If a contest in
angry argument or pole vault were forced upon

much time to be turning around. But, Kay who
wasn't the least bit interested in Professor Prof-

Fitz’s five year plan to turn the laundry into a
distillery was stupid because he wouldn't be
around to finish it. Anyway, it was so sticky
that night, Ted came in with swimming trunks
on. Well, it wasn’t a formal affair. Jack had finally passed his history exam and it was just
an excuse to have a little fun in the dorm.
I
wasn’t there when it happened though. I never
am when anything happens.
“Excuse my lack of noblesse oblige.
Father lost the family title at the track yesterday,” said Ted.
“So sorry. I thought Papa was a
disc jockey. I had no idea he was Spanish
royalty,” said Hank.
“Si, a disc jockey, but he wrote a

him, no athlete could shrink from response,

fer, said Cube sat there for the entire hour with-

little piece between station breaks called Saber

and history and the World Sports Almanac

out twitching an eyelash. He didn’t take notes.

doesn’t suggest that American athletes are totally without resources in an engagement forced
upon them because of hostility in one sector of
the sports world.” He trailed off. “It’s in the

He didn’t draw doodles. He didn’t ask ques-

Dance and they arrested him at the Madrid
Preakness for inciting a rebellion among the

tions. God knows what he was thinking, if he
was. He just sat there.
The night of the party was almost as
hot as the day Fitz connected the scald cycles of

musical monarchists,”’ said Ted.
“Here it’s just the opposite,” said
Lee. ‘“‘The Monarchy incites the musicians.”
‘‘Incites or invites?’’, said Hank.

tried not to seem too anxious to have him come

over. Cube turned his head slowly, took in
every group, and walked out. After that came

“You know, I think a person’s name

the weekend, so we didn’t see him again till

makes a lot of difference in his life. Now you
take my name - Jack. It’s hard. It’s muscular.

Monday morning in C 110 T. He slipped in
quietly and took a desk in the last row of the
lecture hall. Professor Proffer was about the

I’m hard. I’m muscular. Athletes, real athletes,
are born to the parallel bars. Their names de-

cards, that’s all.”

fastest lecturer I’d ever heard, so I didn’t have

‘“What’s

the difference? All art

comes from tension,”’ said Ted.
“It’s strange Congress hasn’t produced a Concerto,” said Ton.
“Not especially. Tension is paradox. Paradox is confusion is confusion. Some
people learn to live with it,” said Denny.
“Learning to live with it isn’t as

stupid as all that”, said Jack. “Paradox is
strength, strength paradox. That is all ye know
on earth, and all ye need to know.”

though the cant and nonsense occasionally
manages to cut through the sense and sincerity’’, said Lee.
“We better not cut too far through

“Well, you see, once

somebody

starts throwing around paraphrased quotes,
the only defense is to throw back some quotable paraphrases. Right Jack?’’, said Denny.

the confusion and cant. Our government is a

“You”’, said Hank pointing to Den-

paradox and our moral law is a slogan,” said
Denny.

ny, “talk about quoting? You're the one that
constantly mumbles in your sleep.”
“What does the Happy Mumbler

‘“A complicated paradox anda profound slogan,” said Ted.
“Yes, but still a paradox and still a
slogan,” said Ton.

mumble about?”’, said Lee.
“Well, last month, after he broke

his leg like a fool trying to jump over the hood

“It’s funny,” Jack continued ignoring Ted, “I mean about saying things like that.
We don’t think about it. It just comes because

“The greatest weakness of democracy is its inefficiency and the inefficiency of
democracy is its greatest strength. ‘Thou shalt
love the Lord thy God with thy whole heart,
and thy neighbor as thyself.’ Madison Avenue

weve started a familiar formula, a cant almost.

could never have done it,”’ said Denny.

[had really meant to say something about confusion not being stupid and then it was so easy
to just finish off the slogan,I let it go.”

“You’re a beast. Next thing you'll
be telling us that the clergy ought to invite the

Kissed Me,

devil to the Ecumenical Council,’ said Hank.

reciting The Ballad of Dead Ladies. Only Den-

‘But it’s strange how often the slo-

‘““As a matter of fact, before I’d build

gans mean something,” said Ted.
Paradox is strength, strength...
It’s true. We spendathird of our lives making

a wall I’d like to know what I was walling in
or walling out,” said Denny.
“When in doubt, take a highly quot-

apprehensible the paradoxes, a third trying to

able quote, and quote it,” said Lee.
“Coward,”’ said Jack turning to

nis put in a dead one I can’t quite remember
being there and every time he got to ‘But where
are the snows of yester-year?’ he kicked the
covers off’, said Hank.
“Do you suppose it means something ?”’, said Ton.

‘*That’s all some of them do know,”

said Ted.

understand the apprehensible, andathird realizing that the apprehensible isn’t always under-

standable. In the end, not only is paradox
strength, it’s quite literally all we know’, said
Ton.
“They’re always telling us to cut

through that cant and nonsense. It’s almost as

of his Porsche to open the door to let Susan
out, he kept mumbling about My Last Crutches. ‘That’s my last crutches hanging on the

wall’, he’d say, looking asif they were alive.
I call that a piece of wonder, now. Doc Pandolph’s hands’, and that’s all I could understand. The month before that it was Jenny
and this month he was forever

and the quoteless never find quotes, only the
quotable find quotes, and they never have to

“IT don’t know, but I’ve always had
a theory that you could tell a lot by the position
a person sleeps in,” said Hank.
“Everybody up. Paper. Pencil.

seek for them.”

Candle”’, said Lee.

Denny. “Those that go searching for quotes
only make manifest their own quotelessness,

“Yeats said that’’, said Ted.

“T don’t have a candle. Curse the

darkness”’, said Jack.

“Here it is”.

Ted opened the door. Theyall walk-

‘““Where’s that big one they put on

your birthday cake?”’’, said Lee.
“Here’’, said Jack.

“All right. Turn the lights off. Close
the door. Let’s go. I have an insatiable desire
to roam and philosophize’’, said Lee.
“You may have wanderlust”’, said
Hank, “but I’ve got wonderlove. Wonder is
the feeling of a philosopher and philosophy
begins in wonder. A philosopher is a lover of
wisdom. The wonder of wisdom is love. I
wisely love my foolish bed, and that’s where
I’m going”’, said Hank.
“Sssh. If you’re going, go”, said

ed in.

“My god. He looks like a diesel
engine asleep on the tracks”’, said Denny.
‘Hold the candle upalittle more’,
said Jack.

we all whispering for?”’, said Hank.
“Because it’s one o'clock, we're supposed to be in our rooms, and we don’t want to
wake our victims up”, said Lee.

“TI don’t know. Pull downthesheet,”

replied Jack.
‘His toes are curled up. That probably shows childishness and simplemindedness”’, said Ton.

“T hear America snoring’’, said

Denny walking ahead of the rest, his heels
clicking on the asphalt tile and echoing in the
empty corridor.
“Stop making so much noise”, said
Lee.

that good night.”
Hank chuckled appreciatively.
“Stop laughing. Do you want to
bring him out of the anesthetic before he’s
ready”’, said Denny.
“Don’t get surly with me Casey.

“That probably shows his mother
bought his shoes too small”’, said Hank.

Fling your awake cry at sleep and let’s get out

‘His arms are at his sides. The tops

Jack opened the door and they went

of his hands are resting against the sheet. His
palms are up. His fingers are outstretched”’,
said Lee.

“In supplication no doubt”, said
Hank.
“This was your idea, you know”,

‘Who shall we analyze first?”’, said
Ton.

whispered into his ear, ‘Do not go gentle into

“Well what do you think”, said Lee.

Lee.

“All right. I’m coming. Butwhat are

‘His head is turned to his right and
half buried in his pillow”’, said Lee.
“Like a baby”’, said Ton.
‘He sucks his thumb in history class.
Does that make you happy?”’, said Hank.
Denny bent over Bobo and slowly

of here”, said Hank.
out.

“Ts this hall stuffy at night”, said
Ted. ‘“‘Let’s go down to the end of the hall and
open the window.”
‘What did you put out the candle
for? Open the door in the telephone booth so

said Lee.

we can see’, said Jack. “‘Thank you. What’s

“TI was only kidding. How was I to
know we hadasupressed psychiatrist in our

the matter with your hand?”
“Nothing. I always wear a coating
of wax on it. It protects my delicate skin from

midst’’, said Hank.

Lee gave him his I'll ignore that
look and continued. “His right thumb moves
slowly back and forth within a radius of a

““Let’s pay Boboa call’’, said Jack.
“All right”, said Lee, holding the

quarter of an inch”’.

candle in front of the name card on a door.

Dance’’, said Hank.

“The first symptom of St. Vitus’

the hot, drying sun”’, said Lee.

“I’m sorry. Give it to Ted tocarry”’,,
said Jack.

“Do you want to analyze now, or
shall we collect our data first and analyze to-

morrow morning?”’, said Ton.
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‘““Match, please. Thank you. How

Pausing till it heard the sound of
wind-flute through the trees and undulating like
a Hindu rope the flame reached slowly up and
sliding on its belly licked the giant boots of
night, and night the tree of darkness-root listen-

about the box ?”’, said Ted.
“Strike it on your shoe’’, said Ton.

ing to the sycophant, the serpent-light, unctuous
and honeyed, gave up its fruit and to the hold-

‘“T’m in my bare feet”, said Ted.
‘American youth is soft”’, said Jack.
‘““Where shall we go next?”, said

ers of the flame let itself be seen. Dennis again.
From the ceiling, attached to a fine

““Let’s just get the facts tonight”,
said Lee.

**Just the facts?’’, said Denny.
“Just the facts, ma’am’’, said Lee.

ning, praying as they screamed. In between the
people and the animals hung arrows, boards,
doors, a window, tiles. There was no furniture
in the room, no beds, dresser, desk. There was

nothing but the mobils hanging from the wires.
““Where’s Cube?”’, said Ted shining
the candle on a head.
‘“He’s not hanging from awire. Give

streaming hair, hung with its screaming mouth
open. Next to the face an arm hung horizontally, slowly swinging in the breeze, knocking as
it swung, against the head. Next to the arm, a

me that”’, said Jack. Pushing an arm out of the
way, he walked between the bull and the horse
and held the candle out in front of him behind
a suspended door.
Cube was sitting on the floor leaning against the wall. He had his blue clothes

‘““No one has”, said Lee.

horse, his neck twisted back and thrust so hard

on. One shoelace was untied. His arm was

Denny turned the knob and the door
clicked open. Inside, the night hung cool and
the darkness, looking like the space inside the
palm of a hand held to someone’s closed left

the skin is taut and his mouth, open as pain
will make it, looked with frenzied eyes at a
shaft stuck in his right flank. Under his hoof
was another arm. This one had great gashes in
it. It looked simply as if it were cracked. There
was a broken jagged sword in its hand. A flower was growing from the sword. From other
wires hung dismembered limbs and heads.
There wasasingle light inside a metal shade,
the kind a pool hall shark should be playing

around the neck of a blue-grey guitar which
was also leaning against the wall and his head
was resting on the first rounded part of the

under, but instead there was a bull who looked

Ted blew out the candle. It seemed
the only possible thing to do. And they walked

Hank.
“How about Cube?”, said Denny.
‘“*T’ve never been in his room”’, said

Ted.

eye, slowly surged against the human shore,
ran like water colors on paper dripping wet,

whirled, the prickly black balls falling in their
own dream tumbling, whorled, the endless,
spinning circle-line of Mesmer’s sleep, the shadows of the shadows, longer, thinner, stretching,

tightening, straightening in and curving out of
the night-collage, rose to meet it, the darkness
rose and eddied, a great Charybdis sucking in
the night. That’s how Denny described it to me.
‘Can you see anything?”’, said Ted.
‘Through an eye darkly. Hold the
candle upalittle higher’’, said Hank.

wire, a flat face, a mobile with two eyes and

accusingly with his three eyes beneath him at
a mother holding in her strange mis-shapen
arms, a child, obviously dead. The head was
hanging down over the mother’s arm. She was
crying out. The night seemed one long scream.
Other men and women hung there, too, run-

base next to the neck.

“Boy With Guitar”’, said Lee.
“Yes”, said Denny.
Cube opened his eyes and looked at
everybody, one by one. When he had taken the
group in, he closed his eyes. He never moved
his head.

out.

Out in the hall Ton said, “If he
wants his room to look like Guernica’’, and

didn’t finish the sentence.
“Doesn’t everyone?”, said Hank.

“I don’t care about his room one
way or another, but I think I could have killed
him just to get his interest up”’, said Lee.
“You’d think he would have said,
‘Good evening, wont you come in? Or, ‘Would

you like a marshmallow for your candle?” Or,
‘Get the hell out of here? Something”, said
Denny.

They nodded, said good night in

were in Chem I. Professor Proffer turns around
and says, ‘My dear young scholars, well do I
know that your little hearts ache and a drowsy
numbness pains your senses, in most cases

paralysis of the cerebrum, but if you could
momentarily arouse and quietly ask yourselves
- do I wake or sleep? we shall attempt to

plunge recklessly into a brief study of the Savlandor Open-Chain Paradox.’ Then he explain-

the hall, and went to their own rooms.

ed the paradox, which turned out to be more
peripheral than paradoxical, which is a kind

Two weeks later Benefactor came
on the scene. Nobody ever bothered to find out
who he was or what he actually did. Of course
the faculty and administrative body knew, but
we were content to just call him Benefactor and
surmise from the rumors that he was rich and
a possible endowee of the school. As for the
rest of it, 1 mean why P.J.C. — the financial war
orphan - was about to be adopted, everybody
knew. After all, when somebody like Cube finally opens his mouth after two months, it is
no secret. Two classes after C 110 T the story
was all over school.
‘Susan did you hear”’, said Pat.

way of saying it was Greek, which I am also
failing in. Of course when Proffer finished we
looked like the absolute dregs of dull opiate,
but he didn’t look too disturbed. Things like
that don’t really bother him any more. In fact,
he was about to dismiss us early when Cube
raised his hand. Naturally the place fell apart.
It’s been two months and he hasn’t breathed in
class. Proffer was as shaken as we were. He
tried to be casual, his normal, English-quoting,
well-rounded, psuedo-humanist self. ‘So young
man’, he said, ‘you are no longer going to
waste your sweetness on the desert air. Well,
well, speak up.’ I don’t have the vaguest idea
what Cube was talking about. I was lost in his
voice. He sounds like the second a theme occurs in a symphony. But the flow of the language was something like this.”
“Perhaps, Professor Proffer, we
might think of the paraffin series as Roualt saying, J am a believer and a conformer.’ Let us

‘*Hear what?”’’, said Susan.
‘About Cube.”
“No.”

“You mean opened his mouth,
moved his lips, manipulated his tongue
spoke?”
Nodding her head Pat said, “We

then, with that in mind, take the ordinary type
formula, Cn H2n + 2, of the well-known hydrocarbon radical. Would you write that on the

board, please. Thank you, Professor. Now shall
we think of the saturated radical as Van Gogh,
Van Gogh saying to the artistic world, J am
always in hope of making a discovery there,
to express the loveoftwo lovers by a marriage
of two complimentary colors, their mingling and
their opposition, the mysterious vibrations of

kindred tones.’ Let us then join the paraffin
open-series type formula to the closed-chain
benzene series type formula, Cn H2n - 6. The
resulting marriage, C8 H6 OH, we shall think

of as Klee saying, ‘When intuition is joined to
exact research it speeds the progress of exact
research and one learns to recognize the under-

currents, the antecedents of the visible.’ Could
you please tell me how old you are professor?

Thank you. Let us then add the subscripts six
and five to the combined open-chain, closedchain formula. The newly-exponented formula,
C14 H11 Oh], we shall think of as Turner saying, ‘The Sun is God.’ Therefore let us then substitute the sun, CH13, for god, OH, yielding of
course C15 H12 I3, a new substance, an entire-

ly undiscovered new substance and the solving
of the Savlandor Open-chain Paradox. Icall
my creation, Cubism. Yet, finally, I must say,
with Picasso, that ‘When we invented Cubism
we had no intention whatever of inventing

Cubism. We simply wanted to express what
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was in us.’ a)
‘Proffer’’, said Pat continuing, “was
either too stunned or too excited to say anything. He kept right on staring at the formulae
and making little notations underneath the subscripts. He forgot we were even there. Finally,

we just walked out. Of course you know the
rest.”
“Yes”, said Susan, “but doesn’t it

rather make you feel like the spinach that had
to be eaten so the dessert could be passed?”
“Who cares?”, said Pat. “As long

supposed to present the check?,”’ said Pat.

“Yes, but knowing Cube he won’t
go to the ceremony”’, said Susan.
Pat went to French Civ and Susan

walked off toward the Student Union Building.
She was going to meet Lee and Ton in the canteen where they could make the arrangements
for the party. It was a short walk and Susan

“Yes, thank you.”
eae

“Please.”

booth next to Ton and said, “You look like

you've just been pushed through the wrong

Lee.

end of a thistle tube.”

Just think. Plato Junior College may soon find

the Professor indulges in Socratic dialogue and

itself in the pages of Campus U.S.A. .”’
“Not if Mr. Boroff can help it”,
said Susan half to herself. ‘Forgive the ungodly analogy, but sometimes I think that boy is

everyone gets terribly witty and intense and
fused together in a sort of mental dagger. The
students slash at truth and the Sergeant Major

“What boy?”’, said Pat.

caught him on the wings of fleeing perspicacity
and believe me, he doesn’t fly often.”
‘Would you like a coke?”

Lee got the cokes and the conversation didn’t begin again until he returned.
“To the inscruitibility of life’, said

was always on time anyway but Lee was halfway through a coke when she slid into the

as Benefactor gets the rights to all the industrial uses of Cubism, the school gets the money.

walking around with an exposed nerve and
the only thing he can do, is pack it in ice.”’

and dribbling at the ducts.”
“No”, replied Lee. “You’ve just

Ton replied, “I hate classes where

Professor thinks he’s a Grecian Marine leading
the frontal attack on truth as if it were a phalanx to be dispersed by a spearhead attack on
the cerebral sands of Iwo Jargon. I’m so tired

Susan smiled and said, “Truth is

the virtue of revealing one’s self as one really
is. To the truthful man is given truth.”
“Yes’’, said Ton. “It’s rather like
fencing with a unicorn. Everytime you go to

disarm him you know it’s impossible because
his weapon is a part of him and yours is only

something you hold.”
“If1may momentarily interrupt the
Pan-Hellenic Symposium on Universals, could

“Cube,” said Susan.

of idyllic intensity fooling the student into be-

we decide what to do about Cube?’’, said Lee.

“I suppose he’s not really as bad

lieving he’s thinking, and the teaching into believing he’s made the student think, and if you

said Ton.

dare to give that urbane, professorial answer,
‘It’s the human condition’, which can and is

“Let’s be casual about the whole
thing. Go up to his room, just sort of sweep
him in with the crowd, and take himoutto

“Tomorrow afternoon at three’’,

being used to explain everything from taxes to
beriberi, 111 push you through the right end of
a thistle tube.”

‘“Isn’t that the time Benefactor is

he get like this often? I mean frothy at the faucet

as all that’’, said Pat.

“We're going to give hima little
surprise party. Do you want to come?” said
Susan.
““Sure’’, said Pat.

said Susan.

“My, my’’, said Susan to Lee, ‘does

“We don’t want to embarass him”’,

celebrate”, said Susan. “And while we’re at it,

let’s demolish Guernica once and for all.”
“What do you want to put in its
place?”’, said Lee.
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“T hate to be provincial, but how
about some furniture?’’, said Susan.

‘Where do you propose we get it?”’,
said Lee.

“We take up a small collection’,

to do a room in Chinese Modern when Ilike

French Provincial.”
“We could still rebomb Guernica.
The only question is what phoenix will arise

lin. Then we'll just hang it right on the back
wall. After we get done with this, meet you in
the prop room and we'll paint the things. When
we're finished we'll just wait for Cube to go out,
take down Guernica, and string up The Persistence of Memory’”’, said Ton.

“Yes, I know. Praise the Cube and

out of the ashes’’, said Ton.
“How about Dali?”’, said Lee.
“Do you think he’s what we’relook-

pass the money”’, said Lee.
“And we can get the rest by rear-

ing for? Is he cheerful enough?”’, said Susan.
“He worked with Walt Disney on

ranging the college furniture’, said Susan.

several animated cartoons’’, said Ton.

three, Susan, Ton, Kay, Hank, Jack, Pat, Lee,
Ted, Denny, Frannie, Bobo, and Fitz stood out-

“All right”, said Susan laughing.
“Good enough.”’
“Any objection to The Persistence

side the door to Cube’s room ready to casually
sweep him out to celebrate. Inside, the surprise
was in complete readiness, and outside, just

of Memory? It will probably be the easiest to

below Cube’s window, two stories down, Benefactor was preparing to putPlato Junior College

said Susan.

“Rearranging

the college furni-

ture?”’, said Ton.

“Yes of course. We'll just rearrange
a couple of chairs and a couch from the lounge
into Cube’s room’’, said Susan.

“They call that theft, not rearranging”, said Ton.
‘Nonsense. If we... ”’, said Susan.
“We?” said Ton.

“If we get caught I1l just say that
you were helping me and I, as the cousin of
a
son of an aunt of an interior decorator, felt the

lounge was artistically indefensible and out of
respect to the college and the visitors it might
have, felt duty-bound to rearrange it,” said
Susan.

“T suppose it really wouldn’t be too
hard”, said Ton, “but I honestly think that it

might be better not to. After all, that’s Cube’s
element. He probably likes it that way.”’
“I can see your point”, said Susan.
“I know I’d be furious if someone insistedI had

do. We can use thin aluminum sheeting for the
watches. All well have to do is cut it with a
scissors, paint it and bend it”’, said Lee.

“The only other things wel need
are the tree limb, a couple of rectangular boxes,
a driftwood piece, and the background”, said
Ton.

“Can we do it all by tomorrow?”,

The next day, at ten minutes to

on the financial map.
At one minute to three, Cube walked

toward his door as Benefactor, nearly at the
end of his speech, was saying, “In conclusion,
the only thing left to say is”, beginning to extend his right hand with the check in it toward
Dean Surword. In the corridor, Cube looked at

asked Susan.

the smiling assemblage, opened his door, walk-

“Easily. You get the aluminum
and paint the watches. That doesn’t take any
artistic ability”, said Ton.

ed into his room, turned on the light, stared at
The Persistence of Memory, ran across the
room, and plunged through the cicsed window.

““Thanks’’, said Susan.

“T’ll get some metal siding and make
the boxes. Lee, you try and find two pieces of
inexpensive driftwood at that antique place on

Old Orchard. Il tell Denny and he can paint
the background. We can use a big strip of mus-

Two stories below, Benefactor was surprised to
find a body andaglistening pile of glass three
inches from his left foot. Inside Cube’s room
twelve people were looking out of a window.
“Rose Period’’, said Lee.
“Yes”, said Denny.

MAY.
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To thee, all hail, O glorious May!

All nature, decked in grand array,

Mary, my Mother, Virgin pure,
A soul that loves thee rests secure;
Receive thou my humble prayer,

Proclaims thy beauty far and wide:
Of all the months, thou art the pride.
Upon the green and fertile field
The violets sweet their perfume yield;
All brought to life by gentle rains
Sent from beyond the heavenly plains.
Above the grass the daisies peep,

Youth’s hope thou art, O Lady fair.

About the bow’rs the vines do creep;

MARY. MY MOTHER.

Along the road the primrose pale
Mary, my Mother, Queen e’er blest,

Yearning hearts in thee find rest.
Mary, my Mother, full of grace,

O from me turn not thy sweet face;
Though I, thy child, may sinful be,
Help and pity my misery;
E’er in thy goodness I will trust,
Reject me not, although I’m dust.
—FRANK M. BIESINGER, ’04.

Makes bright the scene o’er hill and dale;
On all the trees in cheerful play
The birds make music all the day;
From pain relieving, each sad breast,
Increasing love where love is blest.
Of all the bless’d thou hast the Queen

Who next to God doth reign supreme
In sempiternal home of bliss:
Our aim should be no less than this.
O Queen of May, our guardian be
Through life, until we join with thee
In heaven, and there forever stay
In thy sweet presence, Queen of May.
—EDWARD A. BLUMENTHAL, ’03.
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THE 8S» M. I, EXPONENT —

‘TWIXT LOVE AND HONOR, |
(A Word Picture.)

HAT a train of thought passes through my mind as I
2a
{

stand before the prize picture, “’Twixt Love and
Honor”. The painting undoubtedly deserves all the

admiration it receives.
EAST VIEW OF NEW BUILDING, OCTOBER 12, 1904

Not only is the picture re-

markable for beauty of conception, for variety of well-chosen

colors, and delicacy of touch, but also for a wealth of detail in’
complete harmony with the central thought.
Before me lies an open space, perhaps fifty feet across.
Photo and Half-Tone made at the Institute

The

ground is covered with soft, rich grass, while trees surround the
entire space, except where the narrow path that leads to the ex:
tremity of the forest loses itself in the shadowy distance.

A

serene blue sky overcanopies the path, while in the farther distance the indistinct maze of the trees bespeaks the vastness of
the forest. The heavily-foliaged trees stand in serried ranks,

while dense underbrush fills all the space between their massive
trunks.

Here and there a flowering bush rears its head above

the lesser shrubs, while graceful ferns are seen lurking beneath
the thick undergrowth, and some of the bolder species have
found their way to the skirt of the forest and even into the open
space beyond.

Almost obscured behind some of the trees to the

front, a stretch of old, moss-covered fence, half broken down by |
decay, can be seen. Along the edge of the cleared space there
are also two stumps of trees, the upper parts of which have been
slightly evened so as to make comfortable seats for those who
frequent the spot.
|
A gallant gray horse, breathing heavily from severe exertion,
stands prominently in the foreground to the left.

The heavy

wreaths of vapor that issue from the anima!’s nostrils tell us that
it must be one of the cooler days of early fall. The horse has a
very pleasing appearance: its head is small with knotted yeins;
“SENIOR BASKET-BALL ‘TEAM.
Francis Wong Leong

Alex, H. Schoen, (Capt.)

the dark eyes are large and prominent; the long ears are thrown.
forward as if it were conscious of the events about to take place.

SPRING CLOTHES!

THER S..M. T. EXPONENTS

FOR YOUNG MEN

The master of the horse, a tall and slender, but graceful,

youth, without coat or hat and with sleeves turned up, stands at
the animal’s head. From all appearances, he isan officer in the
Continental army. His long vest is of a light blue shade, with
beautiful gold trimmings, while the large tie he wears is of
white cloth, fringed with lace.

SUITS

a ate AND $15.00
These new clothes are
made, and are fit for just
one wearer—

His hose is of a delicate pink,

THE YOUNG MAN,

with silver button fastenings. His long blonde hair is gathered
and held together by a black ribbon just above the shoulders.
By his general appearance we can see that he is undergoing
some great mental strain, for he stands with knitted brows, gazing fixedly at an old soldier opposite him. His right hand grasps
the hilt of his drawn sword, while his left clasps the keen blade.
His whip and scabbard are carelessly thrown at his feet.
With nervously clasped hands, a beautiful young lady leans
upon his shoulder. Ah! this is his love, ’twixt whom and his
honor he now stands in agonizing suspense. She is a woman of

They are extremely snappy
swagger from pants hem to
collar notch; they are cut
by designers who were “top-

notchers” in make-to-order
shops, put together by
brainy-fingered tailors, who
learned their art in custom
tailories.
The fact that no other
store in town sells these
clothes makes each buyer
an exclusive dresser. We
limit every pattern—we se-

medium height and fair complexion, with light hair and deep

fr
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understand you and your
er

ba.
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a

tastes and your style ambitious as well as your custom
tailor, who can not produce
garments of a higher character—but who Doss ask double Rike’s
price for making clothes to measure which are not one bit superior in style, fit or pattern than these very suits. We are after
your business SrrictLy ON THE VALUES we give.

RIKE'S

Have you a copy of the ST. MaRy’s INSTITUTE MARCH?
Don’t fail to get it! It is an unusually dashy and effective
March. — It is sure to please.
Vocal Arrangement, 20 cents.
Piano Solo, 50 cents.

challenge.
Love? Honor? Which shall win? What cruel thoughts are not
torturing his heart as he stands there, motionless as a statue,
and the choice"twixt love and honor remains yet to be made?
Epwarp A. BLUMENTHAL. 03.

kind. You won’t find other
young men in town dressed
like you are. We are anxious to show you—and are
in a position, now—that we

aa

iS

all of whom seem to be army officers. The two that are standing
seem busily engaged in conversation, while the third, taking advantage of the rustic seat, is staring at the ground in deep study.
The situation is as yet undecided. On the one side stands
the beautiful young lady to whom the young officer is betrothed.
She has come to the spot to beseech him, by the love he has
pledged her, not to endanger his life which now belongs to her
as much as it does to himself, On the other stands honor. His
proud spirit cannot stoop to so cowardly an act as to refuse the

ae
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Undoubtedly, the two have met to settle their grievances on
the field of honor. For further proof of this we see three seconds,

<
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lect just a few suits of a

blue eyes, and is handsomely dressed in red. Her eyes are also
_ fixed on the old soldier whose white hair proves that he is considerably older than the youthful pair that stand facing him.
His dress is like that of his opponent, only it is all of dark
blue, with gold trimmings.
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JOHN MICHAEL
THE PARK, APRIL 13, 1904

ST. PARY'S INSTITUTE
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MARCH, 1903

No.

This being the Sixtieth

Anniversary of Exponent, we
have chosen several pages
from the 1903 and 1904 Exponents to present a sort of
panorama of the early years.

The Exponent: ‘Rome was not built in a day!” Nor has
Its Origin and Tue Exponent reached its present developReception.
ment in so short.a period. For a long time
the paramount idea in many minds was a college paper. Opinions were voiced here and there, and there was
much speculation on all sides, but the matter remained an idea
till the fiery spirit of our Literary Circle’s Moderator breathed
life into it and made it an objective reality. Itis to him then,
more than to any one else, that THz Exponent owes thanks for
its existence. The first, or rather the preliminary tentative
number appeared in hectograph form. The uproar it created
surpassed all expectations. Scarcely had the trimming knife

clamations and brief, anxious questions, “a wildly hilarious
note of exultation,” as the writer himself so aptly characterized
it. In this form it was more significative that Tux Exponent
had touched the right cord than any carefully worded letter of
praise could have been. Closely following this first. characteristic note of a characteristic son of the great Queen of the Inland Seas, came others from the same region, equally, though
less explosively enthusiastic. “Hurrah for Tar Exponsnt!”’
writes one. “That’s what we’ve been waiting for. I read the
first number with more interest than any reading matter I have

finished the last copy when dozens of purchasers were at hand

in my library. The number is O. K. Keep up the good work.”
The ‘others were all in the same strain, and the writers pledged
‘their earnest support, financially and otherwise, to make the

clamoring to be waited on. The scene was an event in the QCollege annals, reminding one of bargain day in a Chicago depart-

magazine a success.
Encouraged by this unanimity of feeling, the promoters of

ment store. Many were doomed to disappoirtment. The fifty-one

the magazine requested and readily obtained authorization to
have it published monthly in printed form. The first number
appeared in the latter part of March. Though but a week has

copies—all that could be wrenched from the hectograph—
disappeared in a moment, as if by the magician’s “Presto!
Change.” This, of course was exceedingly regrettable.
Only a few copies could be sent to distant friends, and those
to some of the Alumni who had always shown the greatest interest in a prospective college monthly, and had repeatedly
urged us to make the venture. We were prepared for encouraging comment, but not for the enthusiastic encomiums the first

number of THe Exponent elicited. The first letter received was
an explosion of pent-up feeling finding vent in rapturous ex-

elapsed since its appearance, every mail brings letters of commendation and encouragement and substantial appreciation.

The Editors are sincerely grateful for the numerous expressions
of kindly and helpful appreciation, and feel moved in conse-

quence to greater efforts in order to bring the magazine nearer
to the high standard they have set themselves, trusting in a
continuance of the favor it has already met with from the
Alumni and friends of the Institute.
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my contemporary

by Mary Anne Germek

dont go

Jeans

On the ridged farmland

Tight as a sausage
Moldy almost

the water rests.
The moon shines at

Walk

Like a hunchback old man

Just off a horse
Cigarette
Mark of adulthood

Dangling unlit
Hair
Must have used two dabs

Too long
Face

One pimple hugging the next
Thin pale
“What

do you see in him?”
I asked her once
“Nothing,”
she said,
“*but I love him.”

the mud all evening long.
And the wind winds.
Don’t go,
silver lover!
I am alone,

I am lonely.
The wind winds.
And the moon
with an awkward bow, stays

And I stare at the light.
But he, who is thinking,
Falls asleep.
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the FRAGRANCE
Se

On Beatrice, Beatrice,” George

right with his back against the wall. George

sighed softly with his chin resting on the beer
glass, many times filled and emptied, that he

opened his mouth, hesitated, and then spoke

had clasped between both hands.

‘““What’s that George? Huh? What’s
the matter George?” Jack asked with his lips
pursed and pleading, mocking. “Your girl give

you the shaft, huh? Feed you the Dear John
treatment?”

Jack was cruel; he really was. There
was silence at the table for a moment.
“Ah come on George. Get it off your
chest. So you got shot down, so what? It happens to the best of us. Come on, tell us about
her,”” he coaxed with a wink to Phil who sat

across the table. “Youll feel better to have it

after almost a minute’s silence.
“She was so_ beautiful,’’ he said
caressing the glass. “Her hair, her eyes, and
those sweet little ears you saw only when she

threw back her head and laughed, such a beautiful laugh.”
Jack put on his half sneer-half smile
and nudged Phil under the table with his foot.
Phil anticipated what Jack was up to and sipped

from his glass to hide a smirk. Toni took no
interest but just sat rigid against the wall and

swirled the beer in his glass. He didn’t even
want to go drinking with his roommate, but
George persuaded him to come along. Jack

all over and done with,” he said with affected

and Phil arrived a few minutes after they did

brotherly concern.
George didn’t move except to lift
his head from the glass so he could speak. He
stared across the table, and his gaze fell absently on Toni. Toni didn’t like to be stared at

and sat down at the same table.
Now George seemed to be deep in
thought. His brow furrowed. His lips moved
a little.
“But the fragrance of her,” George

and squirmeda

little to get out of the way.

hesitated, ‘““‘was... was... like the smell of

Finally he managed to do it by sitting bolt up-

heaven, and you felt like you’d just float an

Let’s Get Together

BY

Our basic aim is to publish the finest magazine possible, designed especially for you. Now that you’ve
seen and read a few issues, we want you to tell us
your ideas.
The following questionnaire has been prepared so
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that your wants guide us. Tear out this flap, and
drop it in the campus or city (stamp please) mail it’s already addressed - or in the Liberty Hall office.
©
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inch or two off the ground when you breathed
it in. I'll never forget that. I can smell it even
now.”

humor blended well with alcohol. Phil’s wasa
mocking laughter, but Jack’s was cruel.
“She held my hand —once. See the

he sighed softly and put his chin back on the
beer glass.
“Yeah, I bet she was a real swingin’

Jack leaned across the table and

marks on my wrist,” he said seriously, holding

chick,”’ sneered Jack, but neither he nor Phil

half whispered something in Phil’s ear. They
both exploded with laughter, for they had similar tastes in humor.
‘“That’s the fragrance he smells,”
Jack managed to blurt out slapping the table

up his right hand and pointing to it with his
left. “The purple marks here, and here, and

laughed. Their little game was over.

with his open hand.

They shook with laughter, but
George didn’t seem to notice. His face bore no
smile. Toni just frownedalittle.
‘“‘We used to meet in the garden beside her house. And even at dusk you could see
the flowers dazzle just as she did, so beautiful.
And the fragrance, the fragrance was everywhere. It lingered there and enveloped us.”
‘And what did you do in the garden you naughty boy, hold hands?” said Jack.
“Did you two really go so far asto hold hands,
lover-boy?”’
He and Phil burst out again and
laughed even harder this time. Their sense of

here, and here, and here.”’

He jabbed his hand with his index
finger each time. They all looked, but none of
them saw anything.

They all sat there in silence for a
moment looking into their empty glasses. Fi-

“You’re drunk,” said Jack sharply.
His face was just a sneer now, and
Phil had only a shadow of a smile. Toni’s

nally Toni spoke, and it seemed like a great
effort for him.
“IT don’t think I know anybody
named Beatrice. Who is she George?” he said
out of genuine curiosity and concern.
He looked straight into Toni’s eyes.

frown had changed from one of annoyance to

Now it was his turn.

one of concern.

“Rappaccini’s daughter,” he said.
Slowly, at the corners first, a smile
grew on Toni’s face. Then a chuckle. And as
the laughter grew he buried his face in his arms
folded on the table and just vibrated uncontrollably. George just sat there smiling, his chin
resting on the beer glass he had clasped between
both hands. They were all drunk, except Jack.
Jack doesn’t get drunk; he’s just cruel.
by William J. O'Sullivan

“Tt was her old man’s garden,”
George continued with a glance at Toni. “He
was a doctor, but he always found time to
work in his garden -all his life. He really
loved those flowers - so sweet. But he always
took the necessary precautions of course. And

Beatrice. She was always in the garden tending
to the flowers. Always had. Even asalittle girl.
Her father saw to that. Ah, Beatrice, Beatrice,”

Dig you read the Exponent regularly
?
Overall, is it better than in past years?
Editorially?
Artistically ?
Do you read the editorials?
Reviews?
Features?

Do you like the artwork?
Would you want more photography?
Illustrations?
.
Modern art?
Cartoons?

What is your impression of the Exponent?
How would you improve it?
Should Exponent be published more than quarterly?
What would you like to see asa feature article?
What is your opinion of this Exponent Anniversary
Issue?

P.S. Ideas would be appreciated from the adminis-

tration and faculty as well as the student body.
(over)

Which do you prefer?
maw ETOSE?
—— Poetry?
—— Reviews?
ines PRUNES

Many thanks, EXPONENT

Tear here

—— Other (please list)
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-1

Ernesto - “Well, papi, mami, el airplane
se va, and I better get on.”
Su mama --

Name (optional)

“Yes, mhijito, take care, estudia mucho

Su papa --”
y write often.”
- “La bendicion
“Los padres -may Dios bless you

Division

99

Ernesto
99

19?

-3
Then the lady was saying,’’ and weare pleased
>’

to have also here with us Seanor Urnaysta
Furnandeez (Senor Ernesto Fernandez) from

Puerto Rico. He is studying at the university in
town and he is going to major in political
science. Now let us give all these foreign stu-

-2

exponent

Dear papi y mami:

and I am having a hard time getting
along.
This Saturday, I am invited toa reception for foreign students in a high school. I
told them, I am not foreign: Puerto Ricans are
American citizens; but they said to come anyway, that I’d have fun. I guess I'll go. I'll tell
you later about it.

Dayton 9, Ohio

To: EXPONENT
207 Liberty Hall
University of Dayton

No Postage
Needed
On Campus

dents here visting us today a good hand. (Clap
Clap Clap clap clp clp clp cp cp pppp p).

Your hijo que loves you,
Ernesto

They'll now be around in the cafeteria where
we havea little reception for them, and you
may come and ask them any questions if you’d
like, which I’m sure they ll be glad to answer
for you.”
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The breeze was outside. The day was beautiful,

MOSAICAL

but inside the cafeteria it was hot and stuffy.

by Enrique Romaguera

“4

The fruit punch was refreshing. It came up the
straw and into my mouth. It refreshed me. The
cookies were also good. The few people came
closer and asked.
They asked
IS IT TRUE DOWN THERE YOU
PEOPLE LIVE IN GRASS HUTS (ha-ha, ho).
A leetle slo-wer. Slower pleese. YOU KNOW,
HUTS STRAW HA-OOSE (he, ha-ha). No, no
ceement hou-ses and woood. ? Yoo onderstand? (he’s funny - ho, ho). SAY HOW COME

IS IT YOU GUYS TRIED KILL OUR PRESIDENT (yeah, how’s come, huh buddy?). No,
only people for la independencia only. Not the
rrest! AND WHAT ABOUT THOSE GANGS
TOO, ALL AWVER NEW YAWK ( what’sa
matter cain’t ya tawk?). It ees harrd to eksplain!?! Most people in Puerto Rico don’t are

the way yoo theenk, and the way only some
are heere. (boy he sure talks funny, don’t he?
yeah!

he’s

just dumb, dat’s all). WELL,

THANKS FOR ALL THE INF WHY DON’T
YOU DRINK YOUR PUNCH AND EAT
YOUR COOKIES
THAT'LL KEEP YOUR
MOUTH SHUT (he, ha-Ha, oh boy what a
riot. them spicks are really dums, ain’t they )

-5
Dear papi y mami:

and I am having a VERY hard
time with my studies.
Your hijo que loves you very much,
Ernesto
Note

- Next year Ernesto Fernandez will not

be back to the university because his grades
were too low.

penseés

gone

by Mary Altick

by Bonnie Mandina

The world is watermelon-shaped;
The sun is in the sea;
The human race their fetters bear

The sand

While all the apes are free.
The moon of dandelion fuzz
Is scattered into stars;

The gnats of summer evenings sing
Like tiny, winged guitars.
And I exist and you exist

Slipped through my fingers
And so did my love
The waves
Embraced the rocks on shore
As loneliness
Surrounded my heart
The moon is master of the tides

And I obeyed
All that my love commanded.

And you my essence form:
Of all the lovely things that be,

No

The loveliest is storm,

I still have the sea
Who is like my sister
AndIfeel her cool waters

The black-white hurricane of force
Where wind and whirlwind meet -

And lace our tattered, separate dreams
About each other’s feet.

The world is watermelon-shaped;
All rivers leave the sea;

Back flow the tides from death to life
Because you come to me.

I am not completely alone:

Comforting me as they pass
Over my head...
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Condenado

sentenced

Condamne

by Enrique Romaguera
Cuando el reflejo de mi rostro vi

Quand je voyais mon visage reflete
de la cristalline candeur de ton regard,

en el dulce candor de tu mirada,
mi alma toda fue encendida y abrassda

por ese amor que nunca yo perdi.
Y ahora, con el solo recuerdo de aquel
mirar profundo
que un dia me le dio fuego al corazon,
las cenizas de mi alma viven
y se vuelven a quemar,
para dejarme sin consuelo en este infierno
que por causa del desprecio
fui condenadoallevar.

In former days, when in your eyes
the reflection of mine own I saw,
Your love would enkindle my heart
and scorch my soul,

That love from which I’ve ne'er recovered.
But now, the sole remembranceof those times

suffices to my soul to setthefire anew
And leave me in desperation, suffering a hell
to which by fate I’m sentenced.

Mon ame etait allumee et puis brulee
par cet amour delirant, inepuisable,
Cet amour perduque je t’offrais.

Mais maintenant, en me rappelant seulement
de ce profond regard qu’un jour
a mis mon coeur en flammes,
Les cendres de mon ame deviennent vivantes
et sont brulees encore une fois
pour me laisser desespere dans cet enfer
dont je suis condamne
a cause de ton dedain.

paten
I

Gaea, Earth: in the fetal position in the womb of the cosmos, un-

born - waiting child
Always giving birth. Gaea, Mother: your children, the oceans and
the Sapphic seas
Wash upon the sands of your waiting, pulsate tidal heartbeats
against the aisled
Rhythms of the lunar ebb. Gaea, Mother: your children, columns
in the temple of your prophecies,
Architraves of calix valleys, sculptured plains in bas-relief around
the fluted frieze,

And mountain-cornices in a pantheon of rhombohedral beauty
built for you alone and styled
To give shape and form and tangibility to the intangible, impalpable, and lyred eulogies.
See astral-faced Uranus watching you with many eyes, Child.
Uranus, the palm of infinity, holds the earth with cupped hands
turning her before him
While Gaea, priestess guarding the pragmatic fire, unwilling to
step into a time unacted

Foretells the future reading in Uranus’ hands the lines of stars
from the blanched, dim

And lute-voiced Pleiades singing to Orion, “Sirius is tired. Hasn’t
time exacted
From the sky all flights of birds?”’, to the favored warrior panting
underneath his glories, “the cormorant must be compacted”’.
And all the while Merope with sirocco breath and streaming hair
listens to the seraphim
Measuring with her blistered ear the space between those triple,
unprotracted
Pairs of wings to find the music of Pythagoras somewhere in that
measured interim.

by Patricia Hornkohl

III Sitting on his plastic pedestal Phidias wrings his clay-lined hands
and in his self-made Grecian sanhedrin
Condemns with fear the fallow time. He is thinking to himself,
“Could there be only seven wonders?”
The answer verberates between the ivory knees of Zeus and tinkles

V

on the coins of Elis thrown to some harlequin

Performing in the streets. The pedestal rocks as trembling Phidias
hurls into the sea his blessed conch-kiln. Oceanus blunders
Blindly on the ocean floor. Still dizzy from that blessed kiln he
rubs his head and thunders
In a strangely gurgling voice, “The gods aren’t even safe from

Hyperion, the titan son of Gaea and Uranus, daily rising from the
eastern sea, pyre
Of the burning night and vitellus of our liquid universe, flung forth
by Oceanus and arced
Home to Tethys’ arms, is followed by the aged sculptor’s marble
eyes from behind the roseless briar
Of his hiding place. “If I could only touch the light-folds of his
robe, the blindness in my fingers might be marked

With little crosses and ground beneath the pestle of the unicorn,
song of the gourd, larked
And dove-tailed to the seeing eye of miracles.” Phidias thrusts
his hands into the fire
Of Hyperion. He holds the sacrament of light and in that moment
of the laying on of hands the future forked

men’’, and stumbling on some naids’ mandolin

Firmly plants his bare and godly foot on resting Neptune’s trident.
Then, shaking all the world with his hopping, sunders
The veil of that templed dialogue with men and flings Hyperion at
Phidias like some burnished dimestore mannequin.

Into his palmed lines, the death-mask to be pressed into the Par-

thenon, Helios Rising From The Sea without his lyre.
VI The Pelagic Circle: The Sapphic children of the virgin mother

IV “Open the day, complete the year, bless the seeds. Is this to be the
tripod of my pythoness at Delphi?
The rhythm of black swans along the blue-foamed road to Kephissos and the single tonic triad of my paean?
Does the tortoise shell have seven strings? Where will Phaethon,

Gaea play about her knees and lay

A shawl of coolness round her shoulders. There is no echo to the
sound of laughing mist and Genesis
Is not a word. A tiny fist of inlet fingers holds the single outstretch-

Of my mirrored eyes meet and tangle in the branches of a vine
climbing on the dust of the Aegean,

ed finger of the mother squeezing from the clay
The water of its simple life, water for the fount of blessing, water
for the face to be reflected, benefice

The grape of hope? Lesbos perhaps? Weep, weep for Aphrodite.

Of a church creative. And Uranus is the watching face, touched by

Let the tears become our thean.”
And the questions are a quivering animal, sigh, dirge, wind, the

Of waiting, child of the children of the mother, wed to her in sacring

Phoebus, Helios and the self-see

many ripples, endysis
and Hyperion, way

skin of Hyperion stretched taut and the stealthy

And song, song and light, apocrypha made certain, song of the
gourd sing henosis
Sing numbered, numbered, weighed, divisions rise into a single
arc, burning night, bell-key, day.
Ae

Whisper of a circle being formed: a single finger forming in that
dust the indentation of infinity, aeon
Made known byasign, symbol, cipher, white-light on the ridges
and in the finger’s path, a shadow to unlock the bell-key.

—

vision on a moon-lit night
It haunted me then,
it haunts me still.

The moon-drenched land
Had nestled against itself
A lonely little cottage forlorn,
In one of the darkened windows which pierced the blanched walls was
A figure.

The pale white beams fell
on a rounded, ashen forehead,
on wet blue eyes,
on high, noble cheekbones,

on a brave, upturned nose
which, for all its courage, but added to the pathos of the face,
on mild lips
unmade,
ona small, round chin,

on glistening teardrops
which made their slow descent

down a well-known, sad path.
She was asa statue of pure white marble,
distant,
untouchable,
unblemished,

made by the gods,
Given the sad power of tears.
Immortal,

as if there for ages,
no, eons.
There waiting,
waiting,
waiting ....

by Bro. Robert Stanley, S. M.
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